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The environmentally awakened students held full stake in
conserving Nature and natural bodies while resonating the
same message to the community at large. A group of nine
dancers presented a ballet as a Tribute to the Rivers of
India & mesmerized the audience at Major Dhyan Chand
Stadium. The performance was applauded by the DG,
National Mission for Clean Ganga,
Mr. Rajiv Ranjan Mishra.
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Degradation of the environment is the biggest threat for all. Let’s just travel
through concrete patches to know how to green our surrounding.

Our students have adopted
such a patch where they
grow herbal plants,
vegetables and medicinal
plants. Beautiful Water
Feeders have also been
placed there to quench the
thirst of the birds during the
harsh summers.
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Students add oodles of value to
their personality by adorning the
‘Value in Vogue’. Simple to
summon and always grabbing the
attention of those around, these
values and ethical principles are
here to stay. In this segment, we
bring forth the ‘Value of the
Month’ thereby strengthening not
only the IQ but also the EQ of every Amitian.

EMPATHY
The word ‘empathy’ is used a lot, but what does it
really mean? Empathy is a concerned response to
another person’s feelings. It involves thinking, feeling,
and even a physical reaction that our bodies have
towards other people, when we relate to how they feel.
To have empathy, we have to notice and understand
others’ feelings, but that isn’t enough. We also need to
care for and value them. Here are some sure-shot ways
to add this weapon (read value) to your arsenal:
► Notice and reject stereotypes
► Respect and value differences
► Widen your circle of concern
► Listen closely to peers and adults
► Manage difficult feelings like sadness, anger, and

frustration
► Navigate social situations ethically and fairly
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Smile away, be positive
It’s a new day, a new beginning,
All I’m trying to find is happiness in
me,
Dark days are all in the past,
Lives are moving on pretty fast.
I worried too much and smiled too less,
But it’s time to find laughter and
cheerfulness,
Happy times are all piling up,
This place has truly become a positive
world.
A place we always ran away from,
A place we always frowned upon,
Is now a place where humour heals,
With heaven’s own tinted bow of
beauty.
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